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Commissions 

 

Sales Rep Commissions 

Sales reps are assigned to customers. Any loads for that customer can have sales 

commissions paid as a flat amount or percentage of that load.  

Special commissions can be paid to more than 1 sales rep for a single customer or 

additional/alternate commission can be added for just 1 load  

 

Dispatcher Commissions 

 Commission can be for entering a load and/or covering a load 

 Commission can be % of net or a flat amount.  

 Commission can be paid to the actual or assigned dispatcher 

 

Setting Up Sales/Dispatch Commissions for Sales Reps 

 

**Please Note** Any user who will be receiving sales commissions MUST be setup as a 

Vendor and a Sales Rep in the Aljex system.  

** For all users who you will be creating commissions for, please keep their Aljex 

username handy, you will need this when in their commissions screen *** 

 

Ok . . . let’s get started! 

 

1. From the “Accounting” menu in classic . . . go to option E, Setup menu 
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2. Next, go to option C, Sales Rep and Sales Team 

 

 

3. As previously mentioned, all commissioned users need to be set up as a vendor 

AND a sales rep. Next we will go to option C, add vendor/salesrep/agent 
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4. Fill in the sales reps info 

 

 

The system will ask you if you would like to copy company info to pay to fields. 

If the checks will be payable to the salesrep, say “Y” 

If the checks will be payable to anyone other than the salesrep, say “N” 

 
 

Hit Esc Esc to record and save 

 

 

5. Now that the user is set up as a Vendor, let’s set up their Remit to and Payment 

Terms 
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6. In this screen you will add info such as Payment terms for their commissions, 

whether they have a W9 on file, are they 1099’d, and will you be paying them by 

Draft/ACH rather than cutting them a check? 

 
 

When finished, hit esc esc to record and save 

 

7. Now, let’s add this vendor as a SalesRep and begin the commission setup process 
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8. Choose a three character ID for this rep (this ID will tie to their commissions) 

 

 
 

 

 

9. Hit “U” to begin updating this screen. 

We will now setup the sales commission structure for this Rep. See below for 

field descriptions. 

 
 

Login: This is the users Aljex System Login (the one I told you to keep handy ) 

Web Login/Password : You can assign a login and password for this sales rep to 

login remotely to see info on their own active shipment as well as activity reports 

for their loads. (optional) 

Agent Office : If this sales rep is associates with a particular Agent Office, please 

enter that 2-digit office code here ( see tutorial for setting up agents) 

Email Address: This sales reps email address 
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AR Collector: (optional) name of who collects for this rep 

Assigned Dispatcher (optional) name of a dispatcher assigned for this reps 

accounts 

 

Pay on Gross, Net, Flat: Will this rep's commissions be calculated on Gross Profit, 

Net Profit, or will you paying them a flat rate? Enter in the letter that corresponds 

to the pay option. 

Commission Percentage: If paying on Gross or Net, what will be the percentage 

paid for commissions? 

Commission Flat Amount: If paying a flat rate, enter that amount here. 

Overhead Deduction ($): Is there an amount you will be taking off the top, before 

paying out the commission? 

Minimum Gross Profit Before Commission: Is there a certain amount of profit 

that needs to be made before the rep is eligible for commission payout? If so, 

enter that amount here. 

Minimum % Before Commission: Is there a certain percentage of profit that 

needs to be made before the rep is eligible for commission payout? If so, enter 

that amount here. 

Create on Invoicing, Payment Rec or Release: When do you want the sales reps 

commission record to be generated?  Enter in “I” if you want the record to be 

generated  once the invoice is sent out to the customer. Enter “P” if you want the 

record to be generated once payment is received from the customer. Enter “R” if 

you want to record to be generated once the shipment is delivered and released 

to accounting. 

No Commission if Paid After X Days: if you marked the rep to be paid once 

payment is received from the customer and you do NOT want to payout 

commissions if payment is received after a certain amount of days (for example, 

if the customer doesn’t pay for 90 days, or 120 days) enter the amount of days 

here. If this does not apply, leave blank. 

Commission Expense from Actual/Projected: Do you want this rep’s commissions 

to be calculated based on Actual Expense or Projected Expenses? (we strongly 

suggest Projected). Here’s why . . . lets say for some reason a carrier is not paid 

for a shipment. In this case, the actual expense is now $0 and the gross profit is 
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100%. This rep will now be paid on the entire gross profit instead of the projected 

profit which included that carriers pay. 

Commission Revenue/Exp Line Haul Only: Do you want this rep to be paid 

commission on Line Haul profit only, or do you want to include accessorials? (this 

would include fuel surcharge, and anything that is charged to the customer/paid 

to the carrier in addition to the line haul.) 

 
 

 

 

10. You are now finished adding 
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11. If you have additional sales reps/commission to create say “Y” to begin the 

process again. Otherwise, say “N” 

 
 

*** To Setup Dispatch Commissions*** 

(These commissions will be calculated for whoever the assigned dispatcher is on 

the load)  ** Please note they must be setup as a vendor and a sales rep 

 

1. From the Setup menu, go to option 3, Users File 

 
 

Look Up the user 
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2. Once in that users profile, hit the #2 to move to the dispatch commissions 

setup screen. 

Hit “U” to begin updating this screen 

 
 

If this user will receive commission upon entering in a new shipment – enter in 

either the % of commissions they will receive based on the Net – or – enter in a 

flat amount they will receive for entering in a new shipment 

If this user will receive commission upon covering a shipment (assigning a carrier) 

enter in either the % of commissions they will receive based on the Net – or – 

enter in a flat amount they will receive for covering the shipment. 
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Minimum Gross Profit Before Commission: Is there a certain amount of profit 

that needs to be made before the rep is eligible for commission payout? If so, 

enter that amount here. 

Minimum % Before Commission: Is there a certain percentage of profit that 

needs to be made before the rep is eligible for commission payout? If so, enter 

that amount here. 

 

 

 

 

*** To Assign Sales Rep/Dispatcher to Customers ** 

 

In Vision 

Go to the customer’s file: 

For Sales rep commission - enter in the 3-character sales rep ID 

For Assigned Dispatcher commissions - enter in the dispatcher user ID  

        (option for using assigned dispatcher commissions is on screen 0 of the setup 

file in Classic) 

 
The “Commission End Date” field can be utilized if you would like to set up a rep 

to only receive commissions for a particular customer for a fixed length of time. 

 

“Block Sales Rep Change” Enter in a “Y” if you would like to block users from 

being able to alter the sales rep in this customer file. 

 

 

 

In Classic:  

From the customer file, hit #2 to move to the setup options 
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Then go to Commission and Service Rep setup 

 
 

 

 

 

 

For Sales rep commissions - enter in the 3-character sales rep ID 

For Assigned Dispatcher commissions - enter in the dispatcher user ID 
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        (option for using assigned dispatcher commissions is on screen 0 of the setup 

file in Classic) 

 

“Block Sales Rep Change” Enter in a “Y” if you would like to block users from 

being able to alter the sales rep in this customer file. 

 

 
 

 

 

**** Special Commissions****- Setup in Classic Only 

Special commissions can be paid to more than 1 sales rep for a single customer or 

additional/ alternate commission can be added for just 1 load  

 

1. To set up more than 1 sales rep for a single customer: 

*please note: Special Commissions will override the commission setup for the Rep 

assigned on Screen 1 of the customer file/or in the Vision customer file.  

 

 

From Classic: 

Look up the customer 
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From the customer file – hit “R” to set up an additional sales rep to be paid 

commissions on this customers shipments. 

 

Go to – A – Add a commission 

 
 

 

Enter in the 3-character rep ID of the user who will also be receiving the 

commissions 

Setup the commission structure as you did the original sales rep. 

 
 

Multiple sales reps can be paid commission on the same customer by repeating 

the process above. 

Please note that by setting up “Special Commissions” the original commission 

structure setup for the original rep will be overridden. 

If you want to split commissions, you will need to add the original sales rep here 

as well. 
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To Add a Commission for just 1 load only (again, the original commission setup 

will be overridden) 

 

 

Lookup the Pro# that you want to add the commission for. From within the load, 

hit the (: ; colon, semicolon key) 

 

Choose – Add Special Commission for Pro# 

 

 
 

Create the commission for the load 
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To Delete Special Commissions: 

 

Hit “R” from within the customer file in Classic 

Go to – Lookup Commissions 

 
 

Highlight the commission you would like to delete and Hit “D” 

 

 
 

Once a “special commission” has been deleted, the original commission structure 

that is setup for the Sales rep assigned to this customer will take back over. 
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